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Abstract¾In this survey, we examine an important class of  facility location problems known as the multisource Weber 
problem (also referred to as the continuous location-allocation problem). We also show how recent advances in the use of  
metaheuristic rules have significantly improved the ability to solve problems of  this type. The new solution methods are 
discussed for both the well known multisource Weber problem and its counterpart the capacitated case. Research issues 
which we believe to be worthwhile exploring in future are also highlighted. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The objective in continuous facility location problems is 
to “generate” sites in continuous space for locating new 
facilities relative to a set of  existing facilities situated at 
given points in the space. Thus, continuous location 
models are also referred to as “site-generating” models in 
contrast to their discrete counterpart where candidate sites 
are identified beforehand as nodes on a graph (“site 
selection” models). The existing facilities typically represent 
customers or markets, and are labeled as demand points or 
fixed points. Another fundamental difference between 
continuous and discrete location models is that in the 
former case a function must be selected to estimate 
distances (costs) between points in the space, whereas 
actual travel distances (costs) may be used in the second 
case. On the one hand continuous models are easy and fast 
to set up in practice since large databases of  travel 
distances, and computations of  shortest paths, are 
eliminated from the start; on the other hand, they are 
inherently less precise than their discrete versions since 
travel distances (times, costs, ...) can only be approximated 
by the distance function. 
In several situations, the loss in accuracy may be quite 
acceptable to the practitioner (decision-maker). For 
example, in an urban environment the rectangular distance 
function (also known as Manhattan or city-block distances) 
may be a highly-accurate predictor of  actual distance. Cities 
whose road networks are characterized by a rectangular 
grid fall into this category. In geographical regions with 
dense, highly-developed transportation networks, the 
Euclidean (or straight line) distance multiplied by an 
inflation factor may provide an adequate measure of  travel 
distance. Examples here include countries such as England 
and France that have highly sophisticated road and rail 
networks in place. In other cases, a tailored distance 
function may be acceptable. The fitting of  empirical 
functions to actual travel data has received wide attention 
in the literature, and as result, some sophisticated distance 
functions have been developed for this purpose. The point 
made is that the price to pay for lost accuracy may be very 
small indeed when weighing the other advantages of  the 
continuous location model.  
Some software packages make use of  distance functions 
to compute the distance between different locations on a 
network. Examples include truck dispatching models for 
vehicle routing and Geographic Information Systems (e.g., 
see Vine et al. (1997)). It makes sense in these cases to 
complement the software with algorithms for continuous 
location models. Another aspect is that the system under 
consideration does not always comprise a network. Air 
travel is an obvious case in point; here models that use 
great circle distances would be a natural choice (e.g., see 
Wesolowsky (1982), Hansen et al. (1995), Das et al. (2001), 
and Patel and Chidambaram (2002) for site generation 
models with geodesic distances). Other examples arise in 
related fields of  study such as clustering (e.g., Taillard 
(2003)), where continuous models with distance functions 
may be applied (including the one we will be investigating) 
in higher dimensional spaces. Such applications are far 
removed from the traditional problem of  locating 
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warehouses (or distribution centers) that gave the original 
impetus to the study of  location models. It should also be 
noted that cases arise where physical assets may be located 
anywhere in a continuous region. Love et al. (1988) give the 
example of  locating wells in an irrigation system where the 
objective is to minimize the cost of  connecting pipes. This 
problem is formulated as a continuous minisum location 
model of  the type given below. Other examples include the 
location of  transmission towers, relay stations, search and 
rescue headquarters, helicopter serviced emergency 
medical units, long range facilities location planning, and a 
host of  other applications (e.g., see Ostresh (1975) and 
Hodgson et al. (1993)). As noted by Ostresh (1975), in the 
case of  long range planning, “today’s costs and times are 
probably a less reliable estimate of  future costs than 
measures derived from distances”. 
Large scale location problems readily lend themselves to 
modeling as continuous location problems, because of  the 
relatively modest requirements for input data. Essentially 
the information required consists of  the coordinates of  the 
fixed points, the weights or demands associated with each 
one, and a properly selected distance function. Existing 
large scale applications with real data include the 
transshipment center location problem with 20 new 
facilities and 1700 customers in Bhaskaran (1992), and the 
districting problem with 170 new facilities and 1400 
existing ones in Fleischmann and Paraschis (1988). Both 
cases were modeled as continuous location-allocation 
problems, the focus of  our review. Hidaka and Okano 
(2003) provide a very large scale study dealing with spare 
parts logistics for a Japanese manufacturing company with 
6000 customers and 380,000 potential warehouse sites. 
They are able to model the network in detail using a digital 
map with hundreds of  thousands of  nodes and branches 
and actual distances of  each branch. Transportation costs 
are estimated by the shortest path distance between two 
points, but the authors note that this requires too much 
computing time. As a result, they scale down the problem 
in a pre-processing step that selects a small subset of  the 
candidate sites. The scaling down or aggregation of  data 
could have been avoided by using the continuous analogue 
model with “tailored” distance function, thus avoiding the 
need to calculate shortest paths and store a huge matrix of  
actual distances. There is a tradeoff  here between 
aggregation errors and distance approximation errors that 
should be accounted for. In the end, the continuous 
models may be not only simpler to use, but just as accurate! 
It should also be noted that the “look up” advantage of  
discrete models where actual freight costs are used, appears 
to be lost when large scale applications are considered. 
With the preceding rather lengthy discussion as a 
motivating force, we turn now to the main topic of  the 
review, the multisource Weber problem, also referred to as 
the continuous location-allocation problem. This 
well-known and much studied model is the analogue of  the 
discrete p-median problem (see Mladenovic et al. (2007) for 
a recent survey of  the discrete model). The continuous 
problem requires the generation of  a given number m of  
facility sites in the plane 2( )¡  to serve the demands of  n 
customers or fixed points in order to minimize the total 
transportation (or service) cost. Under the assumption that 
transportion cost is proportional to distance traveled, the 
uncapacitated version of  the multisource Weber problem 
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where Aj = (aj, bj) is the known location of  customer j, j = 
1, ..., n; X = (X1, ..., Xm) designates the vector of  location 
decision variables, with Xi = (xi, yi) being the unknown 
location of  facility i, i = 1, ..., m; wj > 0 is the given demand 
rate of  customer j, j = 1, ..., n; W = (wij) designates the 
vector of  allocation decision variables, where wij gives the 
flow to customer j from facility i, i = 1, 2, ..., m, j = 1, 2, ..., 
n; and 
 
2 2 (  ) ( )  i j i j i jX A x a y b- = - + -  
 
is the Euclidean distance between facility i and customer j. 
The objective function is seen to represent the total 
service cost. The constraint set ensures that all the 
customer demands are satisfied. The basic model assumes 
Euclidean travel distance, but other distance functions, 
such as the Manhattan (or l1) norm or, more generally, the 
lp norm, have also been employed (e.g., see Love et al. 
(1988), Francis et al. (1992) and Drezner (1995) for a 
review). An advantage to using block norms as l1 is that the 
candidate facility locations may be reduced to a finite 
number of  points formed by the intersection of  reference 
lines through the fixed points. In this case, the problem is 
equivalent to the discrete m-median problem. With round 
norms, the facility locations may vary continuously in the 
plane as the parameters, such as the weights, are varied. 
The multisource Weber problem formulated above and its 
several variants constitute one of  the most-studied 
problems in continuous location theory. 
The main difficulty in solving MWP arises from the 
non-convexity of  the objective function and the existence 
of  multiple local minima. As a result, this problem falls in 
the realm of  global optimization. Equivalently, the problem 
may be viewed as an enumeration of  the Voronoi 
partitions of  the customer set which is shown to be 
NP-hard by Megiddo and Supowit (1984). In their 
well-known 50 customer problem, Eilon et al. (1971) were 
able to generate 61 local minima from 200 random restarts 
of  Cooper’s heuristic (discussed below) for the case m = 5. 
It was proven much later by Krau (1997) that their best 
solution was indeed the global optimum. The fact that the 
worst solution deviated from the best by some 40% 
showed quite dramatically the danger of  being “trapped” in 
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a local optimum. The same problem is investigated in 
Brimberg et al. (2004a): with 10,000 random iterations for 
m = 5, 10, 15 the different local solutions obtained 
numbered 272, 3008, 3363, respectively. It was further 
observed that the worst deviation from the optimal 
solution was in the respective cases, 47%, 66% and 70%; 
also the optimal solution was obtained 690 times for m = 5, 
34 times for m = 10 and only once for m = 15. These 
relatively small instances are able to demonstrate another 
important characteristic of  this class of  problem, namely, a 
tendency for the number of  local minima to increase 
exponentially with problem size. The existence of  
degenerate local solutions in which some of  the facilities 
have no customers assigned to them further complicates 
the problem (see Brimberg and Mladenović (1999)). 
The remainder of  the paper is organized as follows. In 
the next section we give an overview of  exact solution 
methods for the multisource Weber problem. This is 
followed in section 3 with a discussion of  approximate 
methods (heuristics). In section 4 we present the case 
where the facilities have limited capacities. As there is a 
shortage of  published work in this area we summarise the 
research in one section only. Our conclusions and possible 
research avenues are given in section 5. In this paper, since 
the exact methods are limited in application to relatively 
small problem sizes, the emphasis is on heuristic 
approaches. We aim to provide the reader with an 
appreciation of  the “richness” in OR/MS/CS techniques 
applied here, and where we may be headed in terms of  
new approaches to solving ever-larger problem sizes. 
 
2. EXACT METHODS 
Exact solution methods have limited applicability due to 
the non-polynomial (NP) nature of  the problem. However, 
as in other areas, some specific cases have been identified 
that allow for a significant simplification. For example, an 
efficient solution procedure has been developed for the 
case of  two facilities (m = 2), based on the property that 
the customer set may be partitioned by a straight line 
intersecting at least two of  the fixed points (Ostresh (1975) 
and Drezner (1984)). Thus, O(n2) candidate solutions are 
identified that must contain an optimal solution. 
Computation times are reported in Drezner (1984) for up 
to n = 100. A more efficient procedure based on difference 
of  convex functions programming, known as d-c 
programming for short, is given by Chen et al. (1998) for 
the m = 2 case, with near linear computation times 
observed for up to n = 1000 customers. 
Another special case occurs when all the fixed points are 
located on a straight line, or main travel is restricted to one 
dimension as along a river or highway. Such problems may 
be solved efficiently by a dynamic programming algorithm 
by Love (1976). A special class of  two-dimensional 
problems is identified by Brimberg and Love (1998) that 
also permits a dynamic programming approach. 
Branch-and-bound algorithms have been developed for 
the general problem (Kuenne and Soland (1972) and 
Ostresh (1973)), but these have been used to solve only 
very small instances, of  the order of  n = 15, m = 4 and n = 
50, m = 3. Rosing (1992) is able to incorporate 
improvements in the methodology that allow problems 
with n = 30, m = 5 and n = 25, m = 6 to be solved exactly. 
The general idea is to develop all convex hulls (Voronoi 
partitions) and then cover the fixed points with a set of  
disjoint convex hulls. The problem may then be converted 
to a large partitioning problem where each customer must 
belong to exactly one subset. The problem size is very 
limited due to the exponential rate of  increase in the 
number of  subsets. In the case of  rectangular distances, 
the problem may be converted to a discrete m-median 
problem, and the set of  candidate solutions may be further 
reduced by examining the hull properties (Love and Morris 
(1975)). 
A significant advance is reported in Krau (1997), who 
uses a column generation approach combined with global 
optimization and branch-and-bound. The author is able to 
obtain exact solutions of  instances with up to n = 287 
customers (ambulance problem from Bongartz et al. (1994)) 
and up to m = 100 facilities by utilizing a dual formulation 
which is also equivalent to a concave minimization 
problem. A bundle method in the l1-norm (du Merle et al. 
(1997)) is added to stabilize solution of  the dual, leading to 
a very effective algorithm in Hansen et al. (1997) that 
successfully solves problems up to size (n = 1000, m = 100). 
Both methods, column generation and l1-norm bundle, are 
highly sensitive to the starting solution, and so, 
state-of-the-art heuristics are used to obtain the best 
possible initial solution. 
 
3. HEURISTIC APPROACHES 
As seen in the previous section, the exact methods are 
generally restricted to small problem size. Recent 
developments in this area have significantly improved the 
ability to find global solutions, but even so, good heuristics 
are required to initialize the methods. For large scale 
problems that exist in practice, the only reasonable 
approach is solving by approximate methods. 
For purposes of  presentation we classify the heuristics 
developed for this problem into two standard categories 
which we term “classical” heuristics and “metaheuristics”. 
Each of  these groups may be further subdivided. In the 
multisource Weber problem, the first group is characterized 
predominantly by the property that the search terminates at 
a single “local” solution; that is, the heuristic examines only 
a narrow region in the solution space. The second group 
uses metaheuristic rules to expand the search in a broader 
region of  the solution space, and thus, escape “local 
optima traps”. Using terminology from metaheuristics, 
these methods are able to “diversify” the search. In fact, 
several of  these methods have been shown in theory to be 
globally convergent. Since the classical methods generally 
comprise the older heuristics, we will discuss them first. 
 
3.1 Classical heuristics 
The first heuristic approach to solve MWP was 
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proposed by Cooper (1964). This popular heuristic is based 
on the simple observation that the two components of  the 
problem – location of  the facilities and allocation of  
demands – are easy to solve in isolation. That is, given the 
customer allocations (or partition of  the customer set), the 
problem reduces to m convex single facility location 
problems which may be solved efficiently using the 
well-known Weiszfeld iterative procedure (e.g., see 
Weiszfeld (1937), Kuhn (1973), Rosen and Xue (1991), 
Drezner (1992), and for extensions to lp distances, 
Brimberg and Love (1993) and Frenk et al. (1994); also see 
Wesolowsky (1993) for an interesting historical review of  
the single facility (Fermat-Weber) problem), or by standard 
descent methods. Since there are no capacity constraints on 
the facilities, once their locations are given, each customer 
is allocated to the nearest one, with ties broken arbitrarily. 
The Cooper heuristic alternates between location and 
allocation steps until no further improvement is possible. 
Computational experience shows that a local minimum is 
attained typically after a small number of  
location-allocation iterations. A multi-start version repeats 
Cooper’s method from random starting points until a 
stopping condition such as a limit on execution time is met, 
and retains the best local minimum as the final solution. 
This early method remains a basis of  comparison for other 
heuristics; the steps are outlined in Figure 1. Variants of  
Cooper’s method may be found in Scott (1970) and Baxter 
(1981), while Sullivan and Peters (1980) propose a method 
to cluster customers into mutually exclusive subsets, and 
then locate a facility in each one. 
The heuristic by Love and Juel (1982) is the first method 
that imposes a neighborhood structure on the problem. 
Here a given neighborhood is defined as the set of  points 
around a current solution that are obtained by exchanging a 
specified number of  assignments of  customers from their 
current facilities to new ones. The authors consider up to 
two exchanges, and show that the two-exchange 
neighborhood may be used successfully to “jump out” of  a 
local optimum trap in the one-exchange neighborhood. 
This comes, of  course, at a computational cost, and the 
method will not be able to escape from deeper troughs. To 
illustrate, consider a simple example given in Brimberg and 
Mladenović (1996a) with n = 6 customers at 
randomly-generated points, m = 4 facilities, and all weights 
wj = 1. For convenience we reproduce the example in 
Figure 2. The partition of  the customer set into subsets 
{1}, {3, 5}, {2, 4}, and {6}, allocated respectively to 
facilities 1, 2, 3, and 4, is a local minimum in the 
one-exchange neighborhood. (It is also a local minimum in 
the (X, W) solution space.) However, the partition {{1, 6}, 
{3, 5}, {2}, {4}} obtained by two exchanges, gives a better 
solution and the global optimum. In this method, the 
facilities are always located optimally with respect to a 
given allocation of  the customers. 
 
 
Step 1. Choose m facilities at random, X = (X1, X2, ..., Xm), as an initial solution. 
Step 2. Fixing X, assign each customer to its nearest facility (breaking ties arbitrarily) to obtain the corresponding allocation vector 
W = (wij). 
Step 3. Fixing W, find new improved sites Y for the facilities, by solving the corresponding m single facility location problems. If  at 
least one facility site has changed (Y ¹ X), set X ¬ Y, and return to Step 2; otherwise the current solution (Y, W) is a local 
minimum. 
Step 4. Repeat Steps 1 to 3 K times (or until a limit on execution time or given number of  iterations without improvement is 
reached); retain the best solution from all local minima thus obtained. 
Figure 1. Multi-start Cooper alternate heuristic. 
 
 
Figure 2. Example with n = 6.      
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Murtagh and Niwattisyawong (1982) use MINOS, a 
large-scale nonlinear programming package, to solve 
simultaneously both the location and allocation variables. 
As the iterations proceed, their heuristic fixes allocation 
variables (wij) that either attain a value of  0 or wj. The 
update on the remaining free variables uses a 
quasi-Newton approximation of  the Hessian matrix, and at 
nondifferentiable points, a subgradient given by Kuhn 
(1973). 
Chen (1983) develops an interesting approach based on 
an approximation scheme by Charalambous and Bandler 
(1976). The distances between customers and facilities are 
each raised by an exponent (-N), and an exponent (-1/N) 
is then applied to each sum of  modified distances from all 
facilities to a customer. For large enough N, these sums 
approach the distance between each customer and its 
closest facility, thus eliminating the allocation variables 
from the formulation. The reduced problem is then solved 
by a quasi-Newton method, and good results, but not 
always the best, are obtained with N = 100. 
A constructive type heuristic is proposed in Moreno et 
al. (1991), in which a solution with N clusters, where N is 
selected between m and 2m, is obtained initially. Then the 
surplus facilities are dropped in a “stingy” manner until 
exactly m are left. The term “stingy” is used to imply that 
in each drop we attempt to minimize the increase in the 
objective value. Comparable results to the Cooper method 
are obtained for problem sizes up to 900 customers and 10 
facilities. An opposite constructive approach would be to 
add facilities one at a time in some greedy fashion (i.e., 
attempting to maximize the decrease in the objective value 
in each move) until m facilities are in place. See Brimberg et 
al. (2000) for a discussion on various strategies for the 
“drop” and “add” moves. 
Bongartz et al. (1994) develop a projection method 
which solves, as in Murtagh and Niwattisyawong (1982), 
simultaneously for location and allocation variables. 
However, simple projection formulas on subspaces are 
derived (instead of  solving the system of  equations in 
general), and used to find descent directions. The authors 
compare a multi-start version of  their method, where 
initial solutions are generated randomly or by partitioning 
customers in successive sets along a traveling salesman tour, 
with several existing methods, and obtain favorable results. 
A different heuristic approach is to formulate and solve 
a discrete version of  the problem. In our case, this given 
the well-known p-median problem where p (= m) refers to 
the number of  facilities or median points to be located on 
a graph representation. The idea was first proposed by 
Cooper (1963). Hansen et al. (1998) construct the graph as 
n nodes representing both the fixed points and the 
potential facility sites. The edges are given lengths equal to 
the Euclidean distance between the connected points. Thus, 
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where xij denotes the fraction of  the demand (wj) of  
customer (or node) j assigned to a facility at node i; yi = 1, 
if  a facility is opened at node i, and 0, otherwise; dij = the 
distance between nodes i and j. Constraint (3) ensures that 
the demand of  each customer is satisfied, similarly as 
constraint (1) in (MWP). Constraint (4) imposes the 
condition that exactly m facility sites be opened, and finally, 
(5) ensures that yi = 1 (or a facility is opened at node i) if  
any positive flow leaves node i. The discrete formulation 
takes advantage that the optimal solution of  the 
continuous problem often has facilities located at or near 
the customer sites. Hansen et al. (1998) solve (PM) exactly 
using the efficient code of  Hanjoul and Peeters (1985). A 
continuous improvement is then performed in a second 
step by solving m independent single facility problems 
resulting from the partition of  the customer set found in 
the first step. 
Mladenović and Brimberg (1995) develop a composite 
heuristic that combines the allocation neighborhood 
structure in Love and Juel (1982) with Cooper’s method. A 
set number b of  points are selected at random in the 
k-neighborhood of  the current solution, obtained by 
reassigning k customers to different facilities, where b and 
k are parameters set by the analyst. Cooper’s method is 
then applied to each of  these b points. In a strictly descent 
version, a move is made if  one of  the local minima thus 
obtained is better than the current solution; otherwise, the 
process is repeated. This “fixed neighborhood” (or 
“iterated local”) search may be considered a precursor of  
the soon to come “variable neighborhood” search. 
In Brimberg et al. (2000), a new neighborhood structure 
is proposed that is based on relocation of  facilities instead 
of  reallocation of  customers. This leads to a simple, yet 
very powerful local search procedure where the facilities 
are relocated one at the time to an unoccupied fixed point 
(i.e., a customer that does not have a facility coincident 
with it). The one-exchange neighborhood is constructed 
from all such possible single moves. This type of  
neighborhood has been used before in a discrete setting for 
network location problems (e.g., see Teitz and Bart (1968) 
for the p-median problem). A local search using Cooper’s 
method is then conducted from all or selected points in the 
one-exchange neighborhood. An “interchange” version of  
the heuristic visits all the points in the neighborhood. In 
this case, an efficient updating procedure is adapted using 
ideas from Whitaker (1983) for the p-median problem to 
significantly reduce the computation time. Various 
strategies are also examined for visiting selected points in 
the neighborhood in a “drop and add” version of  the 
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heuristic. The new “interchange” and “drop and add” 
heuristics are found to perform very well compared to 
earlier methods, obtaining superior results in a fraction of  
the time. 
Gamal and Salhi (2001) present constructive heuristics 
which produce good but slightly inferior results than the 
best ones from the literature. Initial solutions are found 
using a furthest distance criterion while avoiding having 
facilities inserted too close to already found locations. 
Gamal and Salhi (2003) also produce a two phase heuristic, 
known as a cellular-type method, where in phase one 
several local solutions are obtained from random starting 
points, and in the second phase, cells are constructed with 
their centers of  gravity represented by the number of  
locations generated. A simple selection rule is adopted to 
choose the cells with a higher frequency. Some variations in 
the implementation of  the rule are also attempted and 
encouraging results found. 
 
3.2 Metaheuristics 
Despite the number of  different heuristics, the 
state-of-the-art did not advance far beyond the early 
random multi-start version of  Cooper’s algorithm until the 
application of  metaheuristics to this problem. Some of  the 
first attempts using metaheuristics may be attributed to 
Brimberg and Mladenovic (1996a, 1996b). The 
methodlogies proposed there all adopt the allocation 
interchange neighborhood structure of  Love and Juel 
(1982). The method given in Brimberg and Mladenovic 
(1996a) uses basic tabu search rules (e.g., see Glover (1989) 
and Glover and Laguna (1997)). All n(m - 1) points in the 
one-exchange neighborhood of  the current solution are 
examined, and a move is made to the best one. Meanwhile 
the reverse move is added to the Tabu list to prevent 
cycling. A FIFO rule is used to remove elements from the 
list once a specified length is exceeded. The search 
terminates when a stopping criterion, such as a maximum 
number of  moves without improvement, is reached. Once 
a local minimum is attained (by steepest descent), the 
search will attempt to climb out of  the trough (by mildest 
ascent). To illustrate, let us return to the small example in 
Figure 2, and the local optimum represented by the 
partition {{1}, {3, 5}, {2, 4}, {6}}. The next move is to 
the best point in the one-exchange neighborhood, given by 
{{1, 6}, {3, 5}, {2, 4}, Ø}, which of  course is a worse 
solution. However, from here the procedure moves 
downhill to {{1, 6}, {3, 5}, {2}, {4}}, which is a better 
solution than the preceding local minimum, and as noted 
before, the global optimum. 
Brimberg and Mladenovic (1996b) introduce a variable 
neighborhood search heuristic for solving MWP. The basic 
idea is to methodically increase the distance, or number of  
interchanges, k, defining the neighborhoods around a 
current solution, and conduct searches from random 
points in these neighborhoods until a better solution is 
found (see Mladenovic and Hansen (1997) and Hansen and 
Mladenovic (2001)). The number of  points selected in a 
neighborhood is set to the parameter, b, as in the fixed 
neighborhood search. The local search conducted at these 
points is, once again, given by Cooper’s method. The index 
k cycles repetitively through the sequence 1, ..., kmax (a 
second parameter), until an improved solution is found. 
Each time this occurs, k is re-set to 1. The iterations 
proceed until a stopping criterion (such as execution time, 
or limit on number of  cycles (1, ..., kmax) without 
improvement) is reached. The strength of  this approach 
appears to reside in the combination of  random search 
superimposed on a systematic structure of  neighborhoods 
over the solution space. For the purposes of  this survey, it 
may also be interesting to note that this is the first paper to 
appear with variable neighborhood search (at the time 
referred to as a variable neighborhood algorithm); see 
Figure 3. 
Houck et al. (1996) propose a genetic algorithm to solve 
MWP. The basic steps are outlined in Figure 4 (e.g., see 
Goldberg (1989)). A genetic algorithm is also implemented 
in Brimberg et al. (2000) using this general framework. The 
initial population is obtained by repeatedly running 
Cooper’s algorithm from random starting points until N 
different local minima are found. The selection process 
picks solutions at random from the population using a 
nonuniform distribution that gives higher probabilities to 
the better solutions in accordance with a “survival-of-the- 
fittest” strategy. The cross-over operation selects facility 
sites at random from the two chosen solutions while 
maintaining a minimum separation distance between the 
sites. The new solution obtained from the cross-over is 
improved by applying the Cooper method to obtain a local 
minimum. Finally, when the population size exceeds a 
specified limit, the culling operator removes the worst 
solution from the list. The stopping criterion is given by a 
limit on the number of  iterations or the execution time; 
alternatively, it may be based on an observed convergence 
of  the population (i.e., the solutions in the population stop 
changing). 
A significant advancement in the state-of-the-art occurs 
in Brimberg et al. (2000) with the location interchange 
neighborhood described previously. As noted, a highly 
effective local search results from the relocation of  a single 
facility to an unoccupied customer site (or fixed point). All 
possible relocations of  a single facility provides an 
interchange neighborhood of  O(nm) points. Various 
efficient drop/add strategies are also investigated which 
reduce the neighborhood size to O(m + n) points. 
The authors investigate several different heuristics that 
use interchange and drop/add local search within tabu and 
variable neighborhood search frameworks. In the latter 
case, a neighborhood structure is obtained by varying the 
number of  facilities (k = 1, ..., kmax) to be displaced in the 
shaking operation. That is, a point is selected in the 
k-neighborhood by relocating k facilities in random 
fashion at unoccupied fixed points. Discretization 
strategies are also investigated where the related m-median 
problem is solved heuristically, and adjustment to 
continuous space is carried out at specified intervals. The 
aim is to make the best use of  limited computer time. For 
example, the full interchange neighborhood is found to be     
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Step 1. { initialization. } Specify an initial solution, and conduct a local search using Cooper’s method to obtain current 
solution (Xc). Set k = 1. 
Step 2. { neighborhood search. } 
(a) Select b points at random in the k-neighborhood of  Xc. 
(b) Conduct a local search at each of  these points to obtain solutions Xi, i = 1, ..., b. 
(c) Retain the best solution X* among them. 
(d) If  X* is better than Xc move there (Xc ← X*), set k = 1, and return to the beginning of  Step 2. Else continue 
to Step 3. 
Step 3. { augmenting the neighborhood. } 
(a) If  k < kmax, set k = k + 1 and return to Step 2. 
(b) Else if  the stopping condition is not met, set k = 1 and return to Step 2 
(c) Else STOP (final solution is Xc). 
Figure 3. A variable neighborhood search for MWP. 
 
Step 1. Generate N different initial solutions. 
Step 2. Sort the population in non-increasing order of  solution quality (measured by the objective funtion). 
Step 3. Repeat 
(a) select two solutions from the population; 
(b) mix these two solutions with a crossover operator to obtain a new solution; 
(c) Modify this solution with a mutation operator; 
(d) Insert the modified solution in the population and sort; 
(e) Remove solutions from the population with a culling operator; 
Until a stopping criterion is reached. 
Figure 4. A genetic algorithm for MWP. 
 
best on the smaller problems tested, but the faster 
drop/add strategies take over on the larger problems. 
Salhi and Gamal (2003) propose a genetic algorithm 
where three classes of  chromosomes are constructed (e.g., 
good, mediocre and poor) and the selection process is 
based on the class rather than the individual entities. The 
assigned probabilities are systematically changed to reflect 
the convergence criteria within the genetic algorithm. In 
addition, a regular injection of  new chromosomes is 
activated to provide diversity and avoid early convergence. 
Their method is able to obtain better results than the 
genetic algorithm in Brimberg et al. (2000). Meanwhile 
Taillard (2003) presents a decomposition heuristic where 
the number of  facilities k to be merged in the subproblem 
is fixed beforehand. In each iteration, the subproblem is 
formed by choosing a central facility at random, and 
selecting (k - 1) closest facilities to it. More recently 
Brimberg et al. (2006) develop a variable neighborhood 
decomposition search (VNDS) heuristic where the size of  
the subproblem is allowed to vary in a systematic fashion. 
The subproblem is solved by VNS or reduced VNS 
depending on its size, giving rise to a two-level variable 
neighborhood scheme. It is interesting to note that among 
the different decomposition strategies examined, a mixed 
strategy for merging facilities outperformed pure random 
and deterministic strategies. The main outcome appears to 
be that VNDS is a competitive heuristic for solving large 
scale problems; see Hansen et al. (2001) and also Hansen 
and Mladenovic (2003) for a review. A summary of  the 




4. THE CAPACITATED MULTISOURCE WEBER 
PROBLEM 
In this section we present some research work for the 
case where the facilities have limited capacities within MWP. 
This capacitated continuous location-allocation problem is 
also known as the capacitated multisource Weber problem 
and seems to suffer from a shortage of  published papers. 
This problem may be stated as follows: Given the location 
of  each fixed point (customer), the demand at each fixed 
point, the transportation cost for the area of  interest as a 
function of  distance, the maximum number of  facilities 
that can be opened and the capacity of  each of  these 
facilities, the aim is to determine the locations of  the 
facilities to be opened, and the allocation of  customers to 
each one. 
We introduce the following additional input parameters 
and decision variables: 
 
M : an upper bound on the number of  facilities to be 
located, 
bi : the given capacity of  the ith facility, i = 1, ..., M, 
Fi : the given fixed cost of  the ith facility, i = 1 , ..., M, 
Yi = 1, if  the ith facility is opened, and 0 otherwise, i = 
1, ..., M. 
 
A capacitated version of  the problem may now be 




× - +åå åP P, , 1 1 1
min
M n M
ij i j i iW X Y i j i
w X A F Y  
subject to 
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Table 1. Reference list for heuristics of  the Multisource Weber problem 



















Brimberg et al. (2000), Gamal and Salhi (2001) 
Moreno et al. (1991) 
Cooper (1964), Scott (1970), Sullivan and Peters (1980), Baxter (1981), 
Bongartz et al. (1994) 
Love and Juel (1982), Brimberg et al. (2000) 
Murtagh and Niwattisyawong (1982), Chen (1983) 
Mladenovic and Brimberg (1995) 
Hansen et al. (1998) 
Gamal and Salhi (2003) 
Tabu search 







Brimberg and Mladenovic (1996a), Brimberg et al. (2000) 
Brimberg and Mladenovic (1996b), Brimberg et al. (2000) 
Houck et al. (1996), Brimberg et al. (2000), Salhi and Gamal (2003) 
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where the other symbols are the same as in the original 
version of  MWP. 
The objective function now represents the sum of  the 
transportation costs and facility opening costs; (7) ensures 
that capacity constraints of  the facilities are not violated; (8) 
and (9) are the same as (1) and (2) in the uncapacitated 
MWP; and (10) denotes the binary constraints on the Yi, 
that is, a facility i is either open completely (Yi = 1) at fixed 
cost Fi, or not at all. The above problem is a multi-modular 
mixed non-linear integer problem. In addition, if  the 
problem is restricted to use exactly m facilities as in MWP, 
the following constraint needs to be added: = =å 1 .Mi iY m  
To guarantee feasibility, the m largest facilities must have a 
total capacity exceeding the total demand. 
It should be noted that once the set of  open facilities 
and their locations have been determined, the resulting 
problem reduces to the standard Transportation Problem 
(TP) which can be solved optimally in polynomial time. In 
short, the problem is therefore to determine the best 
facility configuration as in the uncapacitated MWP. Most 
research on capacitated facility location is on the discrete 
problem. The techniques used include a dual-ascent based 
method (Khumawala (1974)), cross decomposition method 
(Van Roy (1986)), constructive-type heuristics (Jacobsen 
(1983), Domschke and Drexl (1985)) and Lagrangian 
relaxation heuristics (Beasley (1993), Agar and Salhi 
(1998)). 
Other related work on the continuous location problem 
include Brimberg et al. (2001) and Eben-Chaim et al. (2002) 
who studied the special case of  capacitated facility location 
on a line. However, to our knowledge, the literature on the 
general problem given by CMWP is very scarce. 
For instance, Cooper (1972) was the first to attempt this 
location problem using Fi = 0, and fixing the number of  
facilities to open. He presented exact and approximate 
methods for solving the resulting transportation-location 
problem. The heuristic method is known as the alternating 
transportation-location method (ATL). The idea is that 
firstly, m facility sites are randomly chosen from the fixed 
points. Then, the TP using these m open facilities is solved 
to find the allocation for the capacitated problem. (Recall 
in the uncapacitated case that the customers are simply 
allocated to the nearest facility. Due to capacity constraints 
this is no longer possible.) For each of  the m independent 
sets of  allocations just obtained, containing ni fixed points, 
i = 1, ..., m, and where 1 ,
m
i in n= ³å  since some customers 
may have their demand split between two or more facilities, 
the new facility location is found using the Weiszfeld 
iterative procedure as in MWP. The location problem and 
the TP are alternately solved until there is no improvement 
in cost. According to Cooper (1972), ATL yields a 
convergent monotone non-increasing sequence of  values 
for the objective function. However, for similar reasons as 
in MWP, there is no guarantee that it will converge to the 
global minimum. 
Gong et al. (1997) also studied this problem by 
designing a hybrid evolutionary method. Here, a genetic 
algorithm is used to find the locations of  the facilities and 
a Lagrangian relaxation technique is adopted to solve the 
allocation subproblem. Their approach was tested on 
random data sets based on n = 20 to 180 customers, m = 2 
to 6 facilities, and capacity b fixed to set values to cover 
demand feasibility. An improvement between 3% and 25% 
over the classical alternate method of  Cooper is observed. 
One simple way to solve the capacitated problem is to 
generate several local solutions for the uncapacitated case 
and choose the best configuration (i.e. configuration with 
the minimum transportation cost) out of  all the runs to be 
the starting configuration for the capacitated problem. In 
other words, the capacitated problem is only solved once. 
As the best cost for the capacitated problem does not 
necessarily originate from the initial solution that yields the 
best cost for the uncapacitated problem, another way of  
solving this problem would be to consider each 
configuration for the uncapacitated problem. In this case, 
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the capacitated problem needs to be solved several times. A 
compromise can be achieved by solving the capacitated 
problem only a few times using a smaller number of  
configurations, say k, extracted from all those found initial 
configurations. There are obviously schemes for selecting 
these k configurations. For instance, a rule that combines 
the total cost with other criteria could be used as a measure 
to differentiate between dissimilar configurations. 
Zainuddin and Salhi (2007) developed a 
perturbation-based scheme which acts as a post 
optimization procedure. In this approach, the locations of  
the facilities found are perturbed by taking into account the 
clustering of  the borderline customers. These are defined 
as the customers that lie in between their nearest facility 
and their second nearest facility. The size of  the clusters as 
well as the number of  customers in a given cluster is 
important as it has an effect on the choice of  the new 
facilities. The customers of  these clusters are temporarily 
assigned in entirety to their nearest facilities during the 
allocation stage (i.e., while the TP is solved). This task is 
performed by temporarily removing these customers from 
the system during the resolution of  the TP stage and then 
re-introducing them back at the location stage. This 
restriction is imposed in order to bring the locations of  
their ‘best’ facilities nearer to these customers. When using 
these new locations in the next TP iteration, it is likely that 
some of  these customers will be allocated to their nearest 
facility as in the uncapacitated case. This scheme is 
repeated starting with the recent best configuration for the 
capacitated problem until there is no reduction in cost or 
when there are no borderline customers that are being 
served by their second best facility. Though the TP is 
solved in polynomial time, the use of  such a procedure so 
many times renders the whole exercise computationally 
unattractive. For instance, instead of  applying the TP to 
the entire problem, at each iteration, a smaller part of  the 
original problem is considered using a subset of  facilities 
and their respective customers only. These are the facilities 
that are likely to be affected by the change. The 
construction of  such a reduced neighborhood and its 
computational benefits can be found in the PhD thesis of  
Zainuddin (2004). 
Luis et al. (2007) recently presented two constructive 
heuristics to generate the initial facility locations. These 
take into account the sparsity of  the customers as well as 
the information gathered from previously found locations. 
Here, some guidance based on forbidden regions when 
selecting subsequent facility locations is followed. 
Encouraging preliminary results are obtained with a 
significant reduction in computational effort when 
compared to those originally found by the perturbation 
procedure discussed above. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents a review of  one of  the fundamental 
models in location theory known as the continuous 
location-allocation problem, also referred to as the 
multisource Weber problem. We attempt to introduce the 
unfamiliar reader to the rich history of  this problem that 
spans several decades following the initial work by Cooper 
in the early 1960s. During this time period, the basic model 
and variants thereof  have been the subject of  considerable 
research. Numerous exact and approximate methods have 
been devised to solve the original uncapacitated problem, 
and subsequent capacitated versions of  it. These 
methodologies cover a broad range of  techniques from 
Operations Research. This survey will hopefully encourage 
students and practitioners of  OR to study this exciting area 
in more depth. 
The elegant method by Cooper of  alternating between 
location and allocation phases remained the state-of-the-art 
for several years until the advent of  metaheuristics. 
Whereas the performance of  the older heuristics tends to 
deteriorate with problem size, due to an explosion in the 
number of  local optima, the general frameworks provided 
by the metaheuristics allow a diversification of  the search. 
We note in this overview the substantial improvement in 
solution quality obtained by methodologies such as Tabu 
search, genetic algorithm, and variable neighborhood 
search. Hybrid methods that include, for example, a 
decomposition step are able to improve even further the 
solution quality for large scale instances. Also much larger 
problem instances are being solved exactly due to the high 
quality initial solutions found by these heuristics. 
For future research we believe the following avenues are 
worthwhile exploring. We classify them under two headings, 
namely, heuristic design and issue-related problems. 
Heuristic Design—As for the problem being investigated 
here, we believe that the current trend in research is only at 
an infant stage, and many questions remain to be answered: 
1) How far can these new metaheuristics be improved by 
experimenting with their parameter settings? Will 
some dominate the others? If  so, why? 
2) How is solution quality affected by problem size? 
Since we don’t know the optimal solution in most 
cases, how can tight bounds be obtained to estimate 
the solution quality? 
3) Can these new heuristics provide insights into the 
topology of  the solution space for this class of  
problem? What is the effect of  different 
neighborhood structures on this topology? 
4) Can the information provided by these methods be 
used in a continuous self-improving process? 
It follows that much work remains on the design side. 
The effect of  different neighborhood structures on the 
search process as measured by the finite time performance 
of  the various heuristics will have to be better understood. 
As for the measurement of  solution quality, we suggest 
that dual-based heuristics should be investigated here. 
Recent work in this direction has been successful in 
guaranteeing solution quality of  very large instances of  the 
simple plant location problem (Hansen et al.(2007)). 
Issues Related—For instance, for the capacitated case, 
instead of  starting the Transportation Problem (TP) from 
scratch, the current location and allocation could be used 
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as the initial basic feasible solution. Such a simple 
modification in the implementation of  the TP will 
obviously reduce the computing time and hence may be 
worth the consideration. The application of  a 
metaheuristic based on variable neighbourhood search, 
tabu search (TS) or genetic algorithm (GA), as successfully 
implemented in the uncapacitated problem, could be 
another way forward. The book of  Glover and Laguna 
(1997) for TS and the one by Goldberg (1989) for GA 
provide useful platforms for further work. An overview of  
heuristic search in general can also be found in Salhi (2006). 
A number of  variants such as the capacitated continuous 
location problem with an unknown number of  facilities, or 
the inclusion of  facility fixed costs that can be zone 
dependent or through-put related are worthwhile 
investigating. For instance, Brimberg and Salhi (2005) 
explore the case of  facility fixed costs that are zone 
dependent, whereas Brimberg et al. (2004b) introduce a 
constant opening cost at any site. In both cases, the 
number of  facilities is treated as an extra decision variable 
to determine the best tradeoff  between fixed and variable 
costs. These ideas may also be adopted for other types of  
continuous location problems. For instance see Welch et al. 
(2006) and Wei et al. (2006) for some challenging related 
centre problems. 
As a final note, we suggest that the relevance of  the 
continuous location-allocation problem in the real world is 
increasing and will continue to do so. One of  the main 
reasons is that much larger problem instances are being 
dealt with in practice. The advantages in terms of  reduced 
data collection and data input for the continuous model are 
much more substantial as a result, and the trade-off  
between accuracy and modeling effort is shifting in favor 
of  this approach. In fact, the required data is often already 
available from geographic information or positioning 
systems. Furthermore, as pointed out earlier, the “look up” 
advantage of  discrete models where actual freight costs can 
be used becomes too onerous or infeasible for these larger 
networks. A second reason is that new applications are 
evolving where the continuous model is idealy suited. A 
case in point occurs in the area of  data mining for instance. 




We would like to thank all the referees for their 
constructive comments that improved both the content as 
well as the presentation of  the paper. 
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